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0 Getting started1

Log into windows (somehow).2

Once you are finally in - load an xterminal window from the following menus:3

Start → All Programs → MobaXterm Personal Edition → MobaXterm Personal Edition4

Click the button “Start local terminal” in the middle of the screen.5

Log into ARCHER. Replace USERNAME below with the one you were given on a separate piece of paper.6

:∼> ssh -X USERNAME@login.archer.ac.uk7

Enter your password. If a prompt box opens up, you can ignore it if you wish.8

Move to your /work directory.9

:∼> cd /work/n02/n02/$USER10

Copy the files you will need for the course.11

:∼> cp /work/n02/n02/pbrowne/2016_dacourse.tar .12

Unpack the files into your /work directory13

:∼> tar -xvf 2016_dacourse.tar14

Setup some modules for ARCHER (NOTE: ONLY EVER NEED TO DO THIS ONCE):15
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:∼> cat 2016_dacourse/bashrc >> ∼/.bashrc && . ∼/.bashrc16

1 Barotropic vorticity model17

Now play with the barotropic vorticity model. This is a much bigger model and requires it to be sent to18

the queue on ARCHER to be processed.19

Move to the appropriate directory:20

:∼> cd 2016_dacourse21

1.1 Truth run22

Now we must run one instance of the model to act as the truth.23

Generate a submission script for ARCHER for this by running the command24

:∼> ensemble obs25

This will generate a submission file pbs jobscript. Submit this to the queue on ARCHER using the26

command27

:∼> qsub -q course1 pbs_jobscript28

You can watch the status of the queue with the command29

:∼> qstat30

more specifically, just your own jobs in the queue can be shown with the command31

:∼> qstat -u $USER32

Note the letter in the penultimate column. Q means queuing, R means running, E means ending. When33

nothing appears as a result of running qstat, this means the job has left the queue. Hopefully it was34

successful.35

When the job has finished, we can now look at the results.36

There are two scripts that can let you look at the output: python field.py and python trajectories.py37

Look at the trajectories of the truth with the command38
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:∼> python python_trajectories.py39

If you wish, save the image produced using the interactive buttons.40

Now look at the full fields and observations. The command to use here is41

:∼> python python_field.py M42

Where M is the observation timestep, i.e. 0, 1, 2, . . . , 24. M=0 corresponds to the initial ensemble where43

we have no observation.44

Again, if you wish, you can save these plots.45

1.2 Stochastic ensemble46

It is useful to have a stochastic control run with which to compare the assimilation results.47

Generate a submission script for ARCHER for this by running the command48

:∼> ensemble stoch N49

Where N is the number of ensemble members to run. I suggest using 24 or 48 ensemble members.50

As before, submit this to the queue one ARCHER with the command51

:∼> qsub -q course1 pbs_jobscript52

As before, you may use the scripts python field.py and python trajectories.py to look at the output.53

We also have a further output diagnostic tool: python rmse.py.54

Run this with55

:∼> python python_rmse.py56

Try and understand the output.57

1.3 Assimilation with the LETKF58

Generate a submission script for ARCHER for this by running the command59

:∼> ensemble letkf N60

Where N is the number of ensemble members to run.61
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Now with the LETKF there are 2 parameters to choose: the inflation factor and the localisation radius.62

These are defined for the codes in empire.nml.63

Inspect this file, and when you are happy with the input parameters, submit the job to the queue. Once64

the job has finished, try and understand the outputs. Use the tools you used before to look at the outputs.65

Experiment with changing the inflation rho and the localisation length scale len, as well as the number66

of ensemble members.67
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